Abstract-The demand for frequency spectrum and diversity objectives. In addition, a CR can act in a manner that attempts of wireless devices accessing this spectrum depends upon the to accomplish the user's objectives, and learn from these time of day, the characteristics of a frequency band, and the experiences for possible use in the future [1].
This paper contains three main contributions. Firstly, the offer a number of significant advantages over single-carrier reconfigurability options in a physical layer (PHY) using MC-(SC) systems in volatile wireless channel environments. Multi-CDMA and the flexibility in system design of a cognitive radio are carrier systems are inherently more resilient to the effects of presented. Secondly, an application of the novel SS-MC-CDMA inter-symbol-interference (ISI) and multi-path fading [2] . In system in a dynamic spectrum access (DSA) scenario is developed . .
in order to indicate the value and potential of this system. Finally, addition, the spectral efficiency is higher than SC systems based on this scenario, we present some initial key results from due to the closely-packed carriers. Received signals can be both simulation and real-world experiments. equalised in the frequency domain, which reduces the complexity of this stage compared to time-domain equalisation I. INTRODUCTION techniques.
MC-CDMA has emerged as a feasible alternative to The demand for frequency spectrum can be dependent on OFDM for forward-looking multi-carrier communications systhe time of day, desired frequency characteristics e.g. line tems [3]-[6] by exploiting the flexibility and potential offered of sight/non line of sight capability, and the location of the by the combination of OFDM and CDMA. In conjunction wireless device or network. In order to help cope with the ever-with the cognitive capabilities of the node, we can choose the increasing demand for this resource, the development of prac-subcarriers for allocating data, resulting in the novel SS-MCtical and robust spectrum sharing techniques involving primary CDMA system. We highlight the reconfigurability options of licensed incumbents and secondary opportunistic spectrum MC-CDMA systems and their variants in a CR scenario in [7] . users is vital. The combination of an agile spectrum access This paper builds on this work to present and analyse a novel and multiplex system combined with the awareness, decision-application of SS-MC-CDMA in a practical DSA scenario. making, and learning abilities of a cognitive radio offer a For K users transmitting simultaneously using n-length orthogonal codes on Nfft subcarriers, the system can be Our software radio approach to the implementation of MCrepresented as shown in Fig. 1 . If there are M data symbols CDMA offers two main advantages. Firstly, it facilitates the before spreading, assuming all the subcarriers are filled by reconfiguration of the MC-CDMA system and enables us to spread data, the condition is that exploit its flexibility. Secondly, it allows the application of a cognitive approach where in the intelligent decisions of a Nfft =M x ni.
(2) CR is used to adapt the configurations and system parameters to yield the best performance. The reconfigurability options Ad data.
in MC-CDMA are illustrated in Fig. 2 of selective subcarrier allocation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As is evident, there is a latency and overhead in identifying C. Selective Subcarrier MC-CDMA (SS-MC-CDMA) the subcarriers, selective nulling and allocation. In SS-MC-CDMA, there is the additional flexibility to allocate different SS-MC-CDMA system utilizes the intelligence mechanism subcarriers to different users or to superimpose several users' of the CR to determine blank spaces in the spectrum and utilize spread data on the same subcarriers using orthogonal codes. ' PrimaryUser, Consider Fig. 4 where the primary user is a narrow-band Fig. 4 . The levels of reconfiguration at the receiver. Simulations under multipath scenario are in MC-CDMA will be addressed as the primary degrees of illustrated in Fig. 6 . It can be observed in both the cases that freedom (10DF) and secondary degrees of freedom (20DF). there is a performance enhancement in single user SS-MC-10DF involves the parameters that are reconfigured almost CDMA scenario resulting from better frequency diversity on instantly as reactions to triggers; such as the code type and employing spreading.
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length, FFT size, modulation method, channel coding and When multiple users contend for the secondary access, forward error correction (FEC). The secondary degrees of the SS-MC-CDMA system enables the superimposing of data freedom, 2°DF, involve the configuration options that would of several users by employing orthogonal codes. Under this lead to adaptation of the system as a whole. The advantage scenario, the simulation results are presented in Fig. 7 and with this model is that the number of levels associated with Fig. 8 . Under full load, we observe the effects of multiple each 1°DF and 2°DF can be varied and at a later stage, each access interference (MAI) which the SUD fail to mitigate.
Of these manifests itself as one another. For example, when we Research into MUD [2] has shown that it significantly reduces consider a larger system, each block such as OFDM or MC-this interference at the expense of additional complexity. The CDMA serves 1°DF whereas the whole system configuration degree of complexity, as explained in section II-B can be such as WLAN, emergency networks and ad-hoc networks is chosen by the CR to employ SUD, block linear equalizers the 2°DF.
or more complex techniques like PIC and SIC. 
